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Abstract

PRACTICE
By Morgan Babic, MFA
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Fine Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2016
Major Director: Susie Ganch
Professor, Department of Craft/Material Studies

Past training as an athlete has driven me to reach for the unattainable goal of
flawlessness. This mentality, which I apply to jewelry making, has led me to recreate the
intricate angles of the athletic body and the beauty of its movements. I use gymnastics
imagery within my work as a tool to communicate how we learn and understand through
practice and repetition. With shifted lines, skewed shapes and geometric wirework, the
jewelry tumbles over the architecture of the wearer’s body. The repetitive metal forms
come together to simulate movement and enhance the physical language that a body in
motion can suggests.

vi

Introduction

The human body is a miraculous thing. The potential for physical, mental and
emotional strength is far greater than we seem to realize. Throughout history, many have
pondered this idea of human strength. For example, ancient Greeks founded the first
Olympic games on the question of human physical potential. Today, elite athletes are still
on this quest. By putting their bodies through rigorous training for hours a day, preparing
themselves physically, mentally and emotionally, they are striving for virtuosity.
Through a combination of intense physical training, drive, ambition and
determination, the body of an athlete will reach levels of achievement that leave spectators
completely in awe. Examples of these “super human” moments live as stories in athletic
history that are told and retold. Stories about athletes such as Theagenes of Thasos express
the greatness of human strength. It is said that at the age of nine, Theagenes was walking
home from school when he noticed a bronze statue of a god in the marketplace of Thasos.
Out of admiration he tore the statue from its base and carried it home. Citizens were
outraged by this act, perceiving it as highly disrespectful and debated whether the young
boy should be executed for his deed. It was suggested by one elder that Theagenes simply
return the statue. His life was spared, and word of this amazing event spread across
Greece. In later years Theagenes went on to become a champion in boxing and pankratiast
1

during the 75th and 76th Olympiads (480 BCE and 476 BCE), exhibiting his ambition and
strength.1
In more recent years, stories are shared about gymnastic icons Mary Lou Retton
and Kerri Strug. Mary Lou was the first American woman to ever win a gold medal in
gymnastics. It was during the 1984 Olympic games in Los Angeles where she took home
the gold in the All-Around competition, the highest honor in the sport.2 At the 1996
Olympic games in Atlanta, Kerri Strug was the member of the Magnificent Seven who
vaulted on an injured ankle, earning a 9.712, securing the gold medal for the U.S.A
women’s team.3
It is through various stories such as these where we see the drive, ambition and
determination that produces successful athletes. However, I believe that it’s the sport and
the training that develop the athletes into all around strong people, teaching them life
lessons and how to apply everything they have acquired from athletics to other aspects of
their lives.
From my own experience as a competitive gymnast, for nine years, I can say that I
learned much more than strength, flexibility and backflips. I am ambitious in all my
endeavors and approach any task with determination and confidence that I will achieve my
goals. Switching gears from athlete to artist I notice that my studio practice is not much
different from my athletic practice. I learn by seeing and doing, studying process and

1

"Theagenes of Thasos." The Ancient Olympics. Perseus Digital Library Project, 2004. Web. 10 Mar. 2016.
"Biography." Mary Lou Retton. Mary Lou Retton, 2013. Web. 10 Mar. 2016.
3
Gold Medal Moments: Kerri Strug Lands of Her Feet at the 1996 Summer Games in Atlanta. Perf. Keri
Strug. Team USA, 2012. You Tube.
2

2

practice through repetition. As these two worlds of athletics and art come together in my
work, I emphasize the importance of practice, process, repetition, and virtuosity.

3

Chapter 1: Perfection

“Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection, we can catch excellence.”
– Vince Lombardi 4

Debating whether or not perfection could actually be achieved led me to
specifically think of my time as a gymnast where I was constantly striving to reach
someone else’s idea of precision and flawlessness. In the gymnastics world today, scores
no longer have a maximum of ten points, making it harder to obtain the judges approval on
perfection. At an elite competition, a gymnast’s score includes values for both the
routine’s content and his or her execution. The scoring procedure adds up the difficulty
score, connection value, element/compositional requirements as well as artistry to produce
the athlete’s final score.5 This change in scoring known as The International Gymnastics
Federation (FIG) system was initiated in 2006, encouraging gymnasts to push themselves
harder, train longer, and achieve higher levels of difficulty.

4
5

"Vince Lombardi." BrainyQuote.com. Xplore Inc, 2016. 15 April 2016.
"Women's Artistic Scoring." USA Gymnastics. 2016. Web. 15 Apr. 2016.

4

As a gymnast strives to learn new skills or combinations of skills in order to reach
higher levels of difficulty 6 it is important to break elements down and repeatedly go
through the motions in attempt to perfect what one is doing. Making the connection
between athletics and art, I realized that I was going about my art practice in a very similar
way.
My art practice has become process driven. As a crafts person and a metalsmith, I
love technique and crave knowledge of new processes. Without the yearning to collect
new skills and to be in my studio working to improve them, my artwork would never
progress. In gymnastics, the word “virtuosity” holds importance. It is used to describe
excellence in the execution of difficult elements or combinations of elements. However,
Webster’s dictionary definition of “virtuosity” refers to a great skill in the practice of the
fine arts.7 Whether referring to an athletic ability or artistic skill, virtuosity continues to
develop, making the sport or body of artwork more stimulating.
Questioning whether perfection was even possible to achieve, I attempted to work
against my subjective ideas of flawlessness. After years of gymnastics and feeling like
someone else’s ideas of perfection were ingrained in me, I wondered why I still felt the
need to reach these certain expectations of perfect forms and flawless execution. With
these ideas in mind, and heading towards a new body of work, I was determined to focus
on imperfections. This idea developed through the act of dissecting hollow forms.

6

Simons, Minot, and Joanne Giannini. Pasquale. Women's Gymnastics: A History. Vol. 1. Carmel, CA:
Welwyn Pub., 1995. Print. 1966 to 1974.
7
Simons, Minot, and Joanne Giannini. Pasquale. Women's Gymnastics: A History. Vol. 1. Carmel, CA:
Welwyn Pub., 1995. Print. 1966 to 1974.

5

I went back to a fabricated hollow form that was repeatedly used in my Candidacy
piece titled, “Your Presence Softens Her Pain.” The “bell” shape form was used in
reference to the petals of the bellflower, and was later cast in concrete to create a plethora
that grew up the side of the sculpture.

Figure 2: Your Presence Softens Her Pain (copper detail)

Figure 1: Your Presence Softens Her Pain (concrete detail)

6

This bell shape form was specifically chosen because it was a shape I completely
understood and thoroughly enjoyed making. I thought of it as a precious object. The
thought of dedicating so much time to creating and perfecting the initial form, only to
disrupt it and enhance its imperfections caused uneasiness… There are moments in
gymnastics when an athlete is learning a new skill, and in the moment it may seem as if
they are going to fall on their face. But it is at that moment of uncertainty when an athlete
needs to lean into the hesitation, push themselves harder, and consequently achieve the
goal… Leaning into feelings of uncertainty I decided to cut into and dissect the fabricated
bell shapes.
The hollow forms were sawed in half, rotated, decked with a flat sheet of metal and
soldered back together multiple times until they became an unfamiliar abstract form. Little
planning was involved in creating the final composition, but by creating a strict set of
rules, this piece opened the doors to discovery through process.
Research on the sport’s history, blogs written by former gymnasts, and photographs
that broke down gymnastic skills encouraged the fact that this unreachable idea of
perfection needed to be broken down into more manageable parts. Process, progress,
repetition, movement, balance, strength, poise, everything I felt necessary to achieve in
order to reach levels of perfection in the sport became buzz words to focus on. Breaking
down the initial notion of perfection into these additional categories allowed for further
research and discovery of historical relationships.

7

By recreating movement and repetition within my jewelry pieces I was referencing
ideas associated with Futurism. This artistic and social movement that originated in Italy
in the early 20th century emphasized speed, youth, technology and violence. Although not
all aspects of this movement can be related, I do appreciate the focus on motion in time
and space, as well as the study of motion through the dissection of forms.8 Specific
Futurist artworks such as Giacomo Balla’s Dynamism of a Dog on a Leash and Umberto
Boccioni’s Unique Forms of Continuity in Space exemplify similar ideas that my pieces
were beginning to speak to.
Balla’s painting exemplifies the Futurist’s insistence that the perceived world is in
constant movement. The painting accomplishes this by depicting a dog whose leash, tail,
and legs, as well as the legs of the women walking it, have been multiplied to create a blur
of movement. In Boccioni’s sculpture, he is able to bring his futurist ideas of dynamism
into three dimensions. Cast in bronze, the sculpture represents a striding human figure that
has an aerodynamic and fluid like form. The goal for this piece was to depict a “synthetic
continuity” of motion.9

8

Kleiner, Fred S. "Europe and America 1900 to 1945." Gardner's Art Through the Ages A Global History.
13th ed. Vol. 2. Boston: Thomson Wadsworth, 2009. 926-928. Print.
9
Kleiner, Fred S. "Europe and America 1900 to 1945." Gardner's Art Through the Ages A Global History.
13th ed. Vol. 2. Boston: Thomson Wadsworth, 2009. 926-928. Print.

8

Figure 4: Giacomo Balla, Dynamism of a Dog on a Leash

Figure 3: Umberto Boccioni, Unique Forms of
Continuity in Space

9

The multiple bell shapes that varied in size were all repeatedly sawed in half,
decked, soldered and sawed in half again until the shifted lines and skewed shapes
represented an object in motion. Each of the hollow forms looked as if they have just
slightly slid out of place, disrupting the flawlessness of the initial shape. Throughout this
entire process which led to the creation of “Deconstructed: Necklace 1” I worked under the
impression that by cutting apart and decking the hollow forms into new shapes I was
“imperfecting” the original. Through this process I discovered that sawing and decking
was not actually “imperfecting” the forms but making the shapes more interesting, and in a
way, creating new levels of perfection.

Figure 5: Deconstructed: Necklace 1

10

Figure 6: Deconstructed: Necklace 1 (detail)

11

Chapter 2: Repetition

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.”
– Aristotle 10

The dissection of forms allowed me to show movement within my work and
encouraged the challenge of representing process and progress within a series. Five stud
earrings titled “Deconstructed Sphere Series” broke down the five major phases of a sphere
that took place when creating “Deconstructed: Necklace 2.” Through simplifying the
original hollow form I was working with from a bell shape to a sphere, I took something
extremely recognizable out of its usual geometrical context and deconstructed it until it
reached an unfamiliar/unrecognizable state.
At the beginning of the earring series the sphere shape begins to slide apart and
multiply, almost replicating the division of cells. As the process of sawing and decking
continues the original sphere becomes more abstract. What was once a perfectly rounded,
soft, geometric form becomes an expressive shape developing tight angles and clean crisp
edges. Through the five phases of the earring series the form becomes even more
expressive than the last. By form number five, the slices of sphere that radiate out from the
center begin to shrink in size as the once hollow form begins to compress together, slowly
becoming more and more solid, possibly working its way back into a sphere form.
10

"Aristotle." BrainyQuote.com. Xplore Inc, 2016. 15 April 2016.
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Figure 7: Deconstructed Sphere Series

By breaking down the act of making in this way (allowing a set of earrings to
represent each stage of the process) I am making each phase of the deconstruction process
visible to any who admire. When displayed together, “Deconstructed Sphere Series”
builds up to “Deconstructed: Necklace 2.” Revealing how the necklace came to be in this
final form and also representing another phase in the series.
Through the repetitive breakdown and manipulation of form a process is learned.
Similarly to an athletic practice, such as one that requires gymnastic skill, repetition and
manipulation of the body is required. Like the series of earrings, movements of the body
can be broken down in a way to help an athlete understand the specifics of a certain
movement. This can be exemplified in more recent pieces such as brooches titled
“Quiver” and “Pike” which more closely resemble an athletic human form.

13

Figure 8: Deconstructed: Necklace 2 (detail)

14

Chapter 3: Movement

“Nothing is more revealing than movement.”
– Martha Graham 11

Quiver

Branching from futurist concepts as well as my prior deconstructed series,
“Quiver” was the first piece that presented the movement of an abstracted human form
through repetition.
No longer working from sheet metal to produce hollow forms, “Quiver,” became a
one-of-a-kind brooch, completely assembled from individually cut pieces of sterling silver
wire, each separately soldered into their specific locations and delicately cleaned up to
remove any evidence of seams.
Unlike the jewelry constructed from hollow forms, which helped to understand the
break down of movement within a piece, “Quiver” uses the repetition of form to
demonstrate the strength required, by the human body, to hold an advanced and complex
pose.
Isometric contractions can explain the exercise science behind this static pose.
Isometric muscle contractions are one of three different types. The other two being

11

"Martha Graham." BrainyQuote.com. Xplore Inc, 2016. 15 April 2016.
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concentric muscle contractions and eccentric muscle contractions. These isometric muscle
contractions, also known as static exercise, or muscle fiber activations, happen when a
muscle fires but there are no movements at the joints. This occurs when a muscle fiber or
group of fibers are signaled by the brain via nerves to activate and increase tension within
the muscle. A solid example of an isometric exercise could include pushing hard against a
wall. While the muscles are being utilized and potentially stressed, no actual movement is
indicated at the joints. The only subtle movement that occurs is the occasional shake or
quiver of the muscle. Isometric exercise can be extremely beneficial, especially in the case
of rehabilitation, because it provides general strength training without placing stress on
joints. Gymnastics, among a few other sports such as yoga, rock climbing, and downhill
skiing require high levels of static muscle strength in order to succeed.12
Within the wire architecture of the wearable brooch a gymnast is revealed. With
complete control, poise and strength she elegantly contorts her body, revealing the
flexibility in her back and strength in her abs. By controlling all necessary muscles in her
body she successfully shifts her center of gravity allowing her legs to extend well past her
head, all the while, still remaining in control. It is within a pose such as this that we see
isometric muscle contractions being put to work. Each contraction, fiber activation, shake,
or quiver is represented in the brooch by a repetitive layer. The multiples of form once
again come together to simulate the movement within the body. In the case of this static
pose, the movement we see rendered is that of the abdomen and left leg, feverishly
working to stay in position.
12

Quinn, Elizabeth. "What Is Isometric Muscle Contraction?" About Health. 26 Feb. 2016. Web. 12 Apr.
2016.

16

Figure 9: Quiver

Figure 10: Quiver (detail)

17

Pike

Fixated on the ideas of repetition and movement, “Pike” became an experimental
brooch where elements of the previous piece “Quiver” were pushed to new limits in order
to see what kind of outcome could be achieved. By using repeating forms to create
movement within individual limbs, as well as duplicating the entire human figure, the
movement indicated within the piece allows the entire abstracted body to rotate through
space. Not one, but three identical gymnastic figures are represented out of sterling silver
wire, slightly rotated in space and securely soldered together. When being worn, the three
identical figures represent one body in a continuous motion, tumbling over the architecture
of the actual human physique.

18

Figure 11: Pike

19

Chapter 4: The Use of Line

“The essence of drawing is the line exploring space.”
– Andy Goldsworthy 13

By working from photos of elite athletes I am able to render the intricate angles of
the body while also staying true to such unique and contorted positions. What once started
out as a soft organic figure, turns into a mess of geometric line work, outlining the
dramatic angles of the body, abstracting the limbs and flattening the over all image. Once
the original image has been geometrically mapped out it becomes easy to mentally imagine
the lines in three dimensions. Understanding exactly where the strength and or movement
of the body lies within the image allows for the necessary areas to be selected, then
replicated out of sterling silver, giving the piece more of a presence in its structural wire
form.
Thinking of this work as three-dimensional wire drawings has allowed for all my
passions to come together into one body of work. Categorizing my jewelry in this way has
also allowed me to place my work amongst others in the contemporary. Artists such as
Melanie Bilenker, Gavin Worth and Heather Hansen all use various types of drawing
techniques that allows them to bounce back and forth between the two-dimension and
objects or performances that exist in the round.
13

"Andy Goldsworthy." AZQuotes.com. Wind and Fly LTD, 2016. 16 April 2016.
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Melanie Bilenker finds inspiration in the everyday. After photographing herself
doing mundane actions she then traces a sparsely lined image of the scene which is then recreated with hair, the remnants of her very own physical being.14 In doing this she is able
to secure her memories of domestic and ordinary moments.15
Self-taught artist Gavin Worth creates metal wire sculptures that resemble simple
line drawings.16 The pieces themselves remain very flat; the only depth indicated is that of
shading which is represented by heavier line work. His freestanding line sculptures engage
the viewer by involving them in their subtle routine changes. For example, when the light
in the room shifts, so does the mood of the piece. The sculptures tell stories of simple
human moments such as a woman adjusting her hair or a mother gently cradling her baby.
It is the honest, unguarded moments that Worth finds most beautiful.17
With a giant paper canvas and charcoal in each hand, Heather Hansen contorts her
body into carefully choreographed gestures resulting in a permanent recording of her
physical movements. The kinetic drawings are the product of part dance and part art
performance, allowing Hansen to merge her passions together. Each drawing that develops
from the dance is symmetrical, expressive, and tells the story of her body swirling about
the canvas.18
14

Cousins, Tanya. "A Trio of Jewelers Find Inspiration in the Everyday." Art and Soul. W Magazine, 2009.
Web. 13 Apr. 2013.
15
Blinker, Melanie. Melanie Blinker Jewelry. 2016. Web. 13 Apr. 2016.
16
Worth, Gavin. Gavin Worth. 2016. Web. 13 Apr. 2016.
17
Lynch, E.D.W. "Wire Sculptures That Look Like Line Drawings." Laughing Squid. 29 Oct. 2012. Web. 13
Apr. 2016.
18
Jobson, Christopher. "Emptied Gestures: Physical Movement Translated into Symmetrical Charcoal
Drawings by Heather Hansen." Colossal. 20 Jan. 2014. Web. 13 Apr. 2016.
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Comparably to these artists, I too am using drawing techniques to translate a twodimensional image into a three-dimensional structure. Like Bilenker and Worth I find
myself using the simplicity of line to replicate the human form. Similarly to Hansen, the
lines in my work represent the movement of the body. They are expressive yet controlled.
Through the use of wire lines, as well as the preparatory drawings done on paper, I am able
to incorporate my background of drawing and painting into my current artistic practice as a
metalsmith and jeweler.

Figure 12: Melanie Bilenker, Pinning brooch series

22

Figure 13: Gavin Worth, Morning Pose
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Figure 14: Heather Hansen, Ochi

Figure 15: Heather Hansen, performance detail

24

Chapter 5: Process

“I put my heart and my soul into my work, and have lost my mind in the process”
– Vincent Van Gogh 19

Heavily dependent on the use of photographs and drawings was the series of nine
brooches displayed in the thesis exhibition titled “Practice.” The brooches came together
to represent one entire gymnastic tumbling pass. Beginning this imagery with a video of
an elite gymnast completing a round off-back handspring-double full twisting layout, I was
able to slow down the motion of the video in order to capture thirty-one still images that
best represented the tumbling pass. A geometric line drawing was then traced over each
still image, turning the original tumbling pass images from an organic flow of the body
into mechanical gestures. The thirty-one individual drawings were grouped together
(ranging from groups of three to four) to make up the compositions of the nine brooches.
From all the two-dimensional preparatory work emerged the mapping and directions of
where to place the wire and how to cut it at the appropriate angles. With these instructions
I was able to cut, sand and fabricate the wires into the final brooch forms.

19

"Vincent Van Gogh." BrainyQuote.com. Xplore Inc, 2016. 15 April 2016.
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Figure 16: Preparatory images for wire figure number 24
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Like “Quiver” and “Pike,” the figures in the “Practice” series represent the athletic
body in motion, exemplifying its strength, poise and uniqueness. The brooches in this
series however are the first to render the changes in the positions of the body as it moves
through space. For example, in the brooch titled “Pike” three identical figures represent
the body in motion. The gymnast is bent at the hips, holding her ankles as she rotates.
There is no indication of how she came to be in this pose or how she will escape it. The
figures that come together to make up the nine brooches of the “Practice” series are all
specific to a moment in the pass. Within one brooch, three to four different body positions
are visible. This allows viewers to understand what the figure was previously doing and
foreshadows what movement may be coming next. Treating the figures in this way allows
for a smoother transition between brooches as well as for the series of nine to be visually
read as one piece.

Figure 17: Practice brooch series

27

Figure 18: Practice panel drawing

Figure 19: Practice panel drawing (detail)

28

The brooches that make up the “Practice” series reference the futurist movement
while simultaneously speaking of the contemporary. My personal creative vision and hand
are represented, quite literally, by every facet that which makes up the series. Viewers
who are unfamiliar with the metalsmithing techniques may overlook the studio practice
and process, thus overlooking the dedication and effort that goes into the final piece of
artwork revealed in the exhibition.
Attempting to express more of the practice behind the artistic and athletic fight
towards virtuosity, I found it necessary to include portions of the original drawings as well
as remnants of the drawing process. Upon entering the exhibition the guests are greeted by
a large drawing made up of four-foot by eight-foot panels. Freestanding in the space
acting as a screen, the drawing visually blocks the nine brooches displayed on the opposite
side. The drawing consists of three enlarged renderings from preliminary drawing
material. The images are cropped and layered together, resulting in a hectic arrangement
of graphite lines. Unlike the line work in the brooches, the lines of the graphite drawing
are uneven in tone, vary in thickness and reveal evidence of the hand through
uncontrollable smudges and fingerprints. These marks of human error are reminiscent to
various unexpected mark makings that occur during the process of fabricating the wire
brooches. Sticky pads, assembled from cardboard and contact paper were used to keep the
individually cut pieces of wire in order. After collecting dirty fingerprints as well as silver
and silica dust over time, the various stages of wire figures are documented in dusty
shadows. A plaster-covered firebrick used for soldering the wire figures together also
collects the geometric silhouettes. Repeatedly soldering thirty-one wire figures on the
29

same piece of plaster concluded in the layering of flux and heat discolorations, leaving
abstracted marks of process.

Figure 20: Sticky pad for wire figure number 1

Figure 21: Soldering marks revealed on plaster-covered firebrick

30

Chapter 6: Practice

“Gold medals aren’t really made of gold. They’re made of sweat, determination,
and a hard-to-find alloy called guts.”
– Dan Gable 20

Whether studying poetry, music, medicine, athletics or the fine arts we shape our
mind and body through training and practice. Fifth century pre-Socratic Greek
philosopher, Protagoras, believed that all these arts held the promise of selfimprovement.21
Much like a gymnast would develop new skills and improve over time so does my
artistic practice. Similarly to a gymnast first learning how to do a back-bend and
developing that skill into a back-walk-over and then into a back-handspring, we see the
figurative brooches developing from a static pose, to a position rotating in space, all the
way to representing a completed tumbling pass.
Forever linked together are the two worlds of athletics and art. This can be
exemplified by looking back to sculptures of ancient Greek athletes, vases depicting
athletes in training, and even contemporary examples of athlete’s physical bodies adding to
the outcome of an art piece. This can once again be seen in the work of Heather Hansen,

20

"Dan Gable." BrainyQuote.com. Xplore Inc, 2016. 15 April 2016.
Hawhee, Debra. Bodily Arts: Rhetoric and Athletics in Ancient Greece. Austin: U of Texas, 2004.
Print.

21

31

as dance turns into drawing, or “Gloria,” a series of projects and performances by Jennifer
Allora and Guillermo Calzadilla for the 2011 Venice Biennale. The performances
choreographed by Allora and Calzadilla included Olympic athletes who “pushed the limits,
making the impossible, possible.” 22

Figure 22: Jennifer Allora and Guillermo Calzadilla, Gloria (details)

22

Vogel, Carol. "War Machines (With Gymnasts)." The New York Times. 12 May 2011. Web. 13 Apr.
2016.
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With goals of developing nine brooches that would discuss ideas of human process,
practice and virtuosity, I focus on abstracting the athletic figure, emphasizing its
movements and making an effort to connect the labor of the human hand, to the
impeccable machine like quality that is sometimes tried for in the end.
Authentic to my past as an athlete and motives as an artist, the “Practice” series
creates a type of language that communicates the gymnastic process to others. Through
the visual breakdown of form in the brooches and the human process expressed in the
drawings, there are hopes that viewers come to understand the dedication, determination
and physical labor that goes into learning a new skill whether that be specific to athletics or
art.
Continuing to grow as an athlete and an artist, learning and understanding new
techniques while remaining on the quest for perfection and virtuosity, I look forward to the
development in my work as it combines and transitions between my two passions.

33

Figure 23: Practice, brooch 1 (shadow detail)

Figure 24: Practice, brooches 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9
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Figure 25: Practice, brooch 7

Figure 26: Practice, brooch 7 (detail)
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